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Abstract
Ngalu and Siobhan will talk about the invisibility of Aboriginal languages in the
Kimberley from two different perspectives.
For Ngalu the effect of language is internal and so invisible, especially to those
outside Aboriginal communities. This has made it difficult to express what is needed
to keep their languages spoken. How do you give evidence of an invisible impact?
What is being missed out for Aboriginal people when languages are not used?
As non-Aboriginal people became progressively involved in the work of continuing
Aboriginal languages, documenting in written form became a method of choice.
Written resources can make languages visible, but what is the impact on keeping
the spoken word alive? Siobhan will provide some examples of the problems of
accessing, creating or using written resources. She suggests that until the creation
of written material is in the control of Aboriginal people from beginning to end it can
be a barrier to successful language continuation.
Biographies
Ngalu is a Bunuba woman born on Bunuba country in Fitzroy Crossing. Raised by
Bunuba parents, language and culture on country was the foundation of her
education. This foundation was set before she was sent for 5 years of western
education in Derby. Ngalu's first job was in Native Welfare, and she only recently
retired from a liaison role with the Department of Communities. In between she
spent 15 years as an employee of the Kimberley Language Resource Centre
(KLRC) supporting language groups across the Kimberley with various methods of
continuing their languages. Ngalu was elected KLRC chair in 2014 and is a Cultural
Advisor on the Kimberley Aboriginal Law and Culture board. Her strongest belief is
that 'Language is our identity; it is our backbone'.
Siobhan has lived in Halls Creek in the East Kimberley for 20 years. With a Masters
in Applied Linguistics, she was employed full-time by the KLRC as a project
manager and trainer until the end of 2012. She has worked as a grant-writer and
governance consultant for many of the NGOs and businesses in Halls Creek. From
2015 she became a contract consultant for the KLRC, under the title of Research
Training and Development Officer. In 2021 she helped a West Kimberley language
group complete a wordbook project which was sound-printed to help break down
the difficulties of using written resources.
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